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ABSTRAK 
 
Pemakaian gaya bahasa oleh seseorang atau sekelompok orang tergantung pada 
tujuan tertentu. Dalam skripsi ini penulis tertarik pada pemakaian gaya bahasa 
beserta tujuan dipakainya gaya bahasa tersebut oleh penulis judul koran pada 
koran harian Lampu Hijau. Gaya bahasa yang dipakai dalam penulisan judul 
berita koran harian Lampu Hijau cenderung menyimpang dari judul berita pada 
umumnya. Apabila koran pada umumnya memakai bahasa yang formal dan 
efektif, judul berita dalam koran harian Lampu Hijau justru memakai bahasa 
nonformal, lucu, dan frontal. Tujuan penulisan skripsi ini adalah untuk 
mendiskripsikan gaya bahasa apa saja yang dipakai dalam judul-judul berita koran 
harian Lampu Hijau, fungsi pemakaian gaya bahasa, faktor-faktor yang 
mempengaruhi pemakaian gaya bahasa tersebut serta untuk membuktikan apakah 
judul-judul berita dalam koran harian Lampu Hijau menyimpang atau tidak dari 
aturan jurnalistik tentang penulisan judul berita. Data yang dipakai dalam skripsi 
ini berasal dari judul-judul berita koran harian Lampu Hijau dari berbagai rubrik 
berita yaitu, politik, sosial, kriminal, ekonomi dan bisnis, hiburan dan diskusi 
dewasa serta olahraga. Data yang digunakan berupa frasa dan kalimat dalam judul 
berita. Metode pengambilan sample menggunakan metode simak oleh 
Sudaryanto. Sedangkan dalam menganalisa data, penulis menggunakan metode 
padan oleh Sudaryanto. Hasil analisa menujukkan bahwa sebagian besar judul 
berita dalam koran harian Lampu Hijau menggunakan gaya bahasa nonformal. 
Gaya bahasa formal dapat ditemukan pada semua rubrik berita kecuali rubrik 
kriminal. Gaya bahasa nonformal dapat ditemukan pada semua rubrik berita, 
sedangkan slang hanya ditemukan pada rubrik berita kriminal. 
Keywords: language style, language function, news headlines
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background of the Study 
The development of technology has positive and negative impacts. The 
positive impact is that now everything can be accessed by gadget or smartphone. 
For example, we all now get easier to access information on our gadget instead of 
reading newspaper. We do not need to go somewhere to buy newspaper. All we 
need is just typing keyword on our gadget and we can read everything we want. 
On the other hand, it also has negative impact. The information media that cannot 
survive will be loss their consumer. They need to make some strategies in order to 
survive. They have to make some changes so they will not lose their consumer. 
One of those strategies is providing something new and fresh so the consumer will 
not be bored. This strategy has also been done by Lampu Hijau newspaper 
authors. They provide something new by giving unusual language style on their 
news. Even, they insert some slang words on their headline to attract young 
people. This strategy is quite effective by the fact that Lampu Hijau newspaper 
still exists until now. 
Those phenomena make the writer interested in analyzing language style 
and style found in Lampu Hijau newspaper. The writer focus only on the form of 
headlines since the most interesting part of the newspaper is the headline and it 
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can push the readers to read due to its uniqueness. Meanwhile, the content of the 
news is relatively the same with other newspapers.  
1.2 Research Question 
The research questions in this research are: 
1. What kind of language style used in Lampu Hijau newspaper? 
2. Why do the authors use language styles that different with other newspapers? 
3. What are the factors that influencing the authors in using the different 
language styles? 
1.3 Purposes of the Study 
The purposes of this study are: 
1. To identify the language style used in Lampu Hijau. 
2. To explain the reasons for using different language styles. 
3. To find out the aspects that influence the author in using different language 
styles. 
1.4 Scope of the Study 
This research can be categorized as sociolinguistic research which discusses 
language variation, especially language style. Furthermore, the analysis in this 
research focus on language style, the distribution of language style, language 
function, and factors influencing language choices on newspaper headlines. 
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1.5 Previous Studies 
 The writer found several previous studies from other researchers that have 
the similar topic with this research. Moreover, the research also focuses on 
language style or headline that is similar to this research. The writer will review 
five previous studies as a guide to make this research more valid.  
 First research is written by Dian Supriatin Ningsih (2015) entitled Casual 
Language Style Meteor Newspaper Headlines. Her research discusses the casual 
language style of Javanese style and informal form of Indonesian language. She 
used Joos theory (2010) to analyze the data. However, she just analyzed 6 
examples of headlines, so it is not enough to get the variation of language style on 
the data. Moreover, the explanation is too general is not explaining the language 
function from those headlines. Therefore, in this research, the writer will make a 
complete and detail analyzes about language style and its characteristics. 
 The second research is Diksi dalam Judul-judul Berita Harian Lampu Hijau 
by Dwi Laksmi Karengga Ruci. Her research has the same object with this 
research which is Lampu Hijau Newspaper. However, she analyzed the data using 
different theories because she focuses on morphology and semantic study, instead 
of sociolinguistics. Moreover, her research just lists the headlines and put those on 
the morphological categories and types of semantic meaning. She did not discuss 
further the data on specific explanation. Her research is used by the writer to avoid 
the plagiarism about the analysis of Lampu Hijau Newspaper. 
 The third research is written by Nurul Adhalinaentitled The Different 
Language Style and Language Function between Students and Teachers in 
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Updating Their Status in Facebook Webpage (2011). On her research, she 
discusses all categories of language style and their function. Her analysis are very 
detail because she analyzes the data one by one. She also explains the factors that 
influencing the use of language style. However, the writer will make a complete 
analysis by adding the explanation about social aspects.  
 The fourth research is written by Ratih Sari Dewi entitled Variasi Bahasa 
Tokoh Utama pada Komik “One Piece” Episode 38 dalam Kajian Sosiolinguistik 
(2009). She analyzed all the language variation that appeared on the main actor’s 
dialogue based on the comic of One Piece episode 38. Her analysis focus on both 
language style and on other aspects of language variation. Furthermore, the result 
of her research is showing a relationship between the main actor with others based 
on the dialogues by the main actor. She also makes some analysis of language 
function from those dialogues. However, she does not make a brief explanation 
from her research because she explains the story too long, so the analysis are 
mixed up with the story. Based on that mistake, the writer will be more careful on 
making research analysis. 
 The last research is Gaya dan Fungsi Bahasa dalam Novel “KIDNAPPED” 
Karya R.L Stevenson by Dina Suciana Lestari (2009). Although the object of the 
research is different, her research is quite similar with Ratih Sari Dewi’s research 
that analyzed the comic. However, unlike Ratih who mixes up her analysis with 
the story in the comic, Dina makes a separated explanation between the 
summarized of the story and the analysis. Therefore, the analysis does not make 
the readers confused. Her analysis are done by some steps. The first step is 
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showing the situation of some dialogues. Then, she categorizes the situation into 
where it belongs on the language variation types. Finally, she explains the 
language function from those dialogues.   
 Although the topic is the same with some research (language style), this 
paper has the different perspective since the writer gives the analysis of factors 
influencing language choices on each headline. 
1.6 Organization of the Writing 
In order to make a systematic writing, the writer presents this thesis into five 
chapters organized as follows: 
CHAPTER I :  Introduction 
The writer presents introduction about the 
background of the study, research questions, 
purposes of the study, scope of the study and 
previous study. 
CHAPTER II : Literary Review 
It contains several literary reviews used as the basic 
theory of the research, especially in the case study. 
The literary review consists of some theory by 
experts about phrases, language and society, 
language variation, language variations in 
multilingual community, language function, and 
factors influencing language choices. 
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CHAPTER III : Research Method 
The writer explains about research method in 
collecting and analyzing data. In this chapter, the 
writer elaborates the type of research, data research 
and sources, method of collecting data and method 
of data analysis. 
CHAPTER IV : Analysis 
The writer explains and analyzes the data. The writer 
shows the data which support the research. The 
analysis will be the analysis of language style, the 
distribution of language style, language function, 
and factors influencing language choices on 
newspaper headlines. 
CHAPER V : Conclusion 
 The writer draws the conclusion of the analysis and 
some opinion about language style in Lampu Hijau 
newspaper. 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
LITERARY REVIEW 
 
In this chapter, the writer presents several literary reviews used as the basic 
theory of the research, especially in the case study. The literary review consists of 
theories of phrases, language and society, language variation, language variations 
in multilingual community, language function, and factors influencing language 
choices. 
2.1 Phrase 
According to Kroeger (2005: 37), a phrase may be any group of words, 
often carrying a special idiomatic meaning; in this sense, it is roughly 
synonymous with expression. In linguistic analysis, a phrase is a group of words 
that functions as a constituent in the syntax of a sentence, a single unit within a 
grammatical hierarchy. A phrase appears within a clause, but it is possible also for 
a phrase to be a clause or to contain a clause within it. Finoza (2009:100) stated 
that a phrase is a group of words that does not contain predicate. According to 
Chaer (2009: 39-41), a phrase has several types based on its head, those are: 
a. Adverb phrase (AdvP): a phrase with an adverb as its head. For example: 
speak loudly.  
b. Adjective phrase (AP): a phrase with an adjective as its head. For example: 
very good. 
c. Noun phrase (NP): a phrase with noun as is head. For example: the massive. 
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d. Preposition phrase (PP): a phrase with preposition as its head. For example: at 
night. 
e. Verb phrase (VP): a phrase with verb as its head. For example: read a book 
 
2.2 Affixes 
Kridalaksana (2007: 31) said that affixation process does not merely change 
the basic word, but also change the formation of lexeme class in Indonesian 
language, namely: affixes form verb, affixes form adjective, affixes form nouns, 
affixes form adverbial, affixes form numeral, and affixes form interrogative. 
2.2.1 Kind of Indonesian Affixes 
According to Kridalaksana (2007: 25), there are five types of Indonesian affixes, 
there are: 
a. Prefix 
It is an affix that is placed in front of the basic word. For example, me- 
(memperbaiki), di-(dibaca), ke- (ke samping), ter- (terdepan), ber- 
(berarak), etc. 
b. Suffix 
It is an affix which is placed in the end of the basic word. For example, -an 
(jalanan) and -i (ragawi). 
c. Infix 
It is an affix that is placed inside the basic word. For Example, -el- 
(gelembung), -em- (gemetar) and –er- (gemetar). 
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d. Simulfiks 
It is an affix which is manifest by segmental characteristics that melted in 
the bottom. It functions to form verb. For example, soto (nyoto) and sate 
(nyate). 
e. Konfiks  
It is an affix which consists of two elements, in front of basic verb and 
behind the basic verb. For example, me-kan (merapikan), pe-an (pelatihan), 
per-an (perkuliahan), and ber-an (berkaitan). 
2.2.2 Function of Indonesian Affixes 
Harimurti (2007: 37-40) said that there are several functions of Indonesian 
Affixes, there are: 
a. Verb-Forming 
Prefix me- (mencuci), ber-(berjalan), ter- (terantuk), ke- (ketawa); suffix 
–in (bacain); combination affixes me-i (menanami), me-kan (mendapatkan), 
memper- (memperistri), diper- (diperistri), memper-kan 
(mempermasalahkan), diper-kan (diperdengarkan), per-kan (persoalkan), 
per-i (perbaiki); and konfiks ber-an (bersenggolan), ber-kan (bertabrakan), 
ke-an (kehilangan) have function to form verb. 
b. Adjectival Forming 
Prefixes se- (setinggi), ter- (teratas), ber- (bernyawa), me- (merakyat), 
pe- (pemuda); infixes –em- (gemetar, and –in- (kesinambungan); konfiks ke-
an (keramaian); combination affixes me-i (menyayangi), and me-kan 
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(mengesankan); and suffixes –an (kampungan), -al (individual), -il 
(prinsipil), -iah (harafiah), -if (efektif), -ik (patriotik), and –i (manusiawi) 
have functions to form adjective. 
c. Noun- Forming 
Suffixes –an (catatan), -at (hadirat), -si (politisi), -in (hadirin), -ir 
(eksportsir), -us (politikus), -isme (nasionalisme), -is  (spesialis), -tor 
(inspector), and –isasi (organisasi); prefixes ke- (kekasih), pe (penulis), and 
se- (sekantor); combination affixes pemer- (pemersatu), keber-an 
(keberhasilan), kese-an (keseragaman), keter-an (ketertarikan), pember-an 
(pemberlakuan), pemer-an (pemeriksaan), penye-an (penyerasian), perse-an 
(persesuaian), and perseke-an (persemakmuran); and konfiks ke-an 
(kebakaran), pe-an (pengotoran), and per-an (pertunjukan) have function to 
form noun. 
d. Adverbial– Forming 
Konfiks se-nya (sabaliknya) has a function to form adverb. 
e. Numeral- Forming 
Suffix an- (puluhan); and prefixes ke- (kelima) and ber- (bertiga) have 
function to form numeral. 
f. Interrogative- Forming 
Suffix –an (apaan); and combination affixes me-kan (mengapakan) and N-
in (ngapain) have a function to form interrogative. 
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2.3 Abbreviation and Acronym 
Abbreviation is a process of omitting one or more part of lexemes or 
combination of lexemes to produce new form as a word (Kridalaksana, 2007: 
159). Whereas acronym is a shortening process by combining words or syllables 
or other parts of the word that is written and pronounced as a word (Kridalaksana, 
2007: 162). Winarno (1991: 5) stated that abbreviation is different with acronym. 
Abbreviation is a form of a word or words shortening becomes one word or more 
that is pronounced by spelling letter by letter. For example, DPR (Dewan 
Perwakilan Rakyat). Whereas acronym is a form of a word or words shortening 
becomes a group of words that is pronounced as a word. For example, Puskesmas 
(Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat). According to Depdiknas (2001), there are some 
rule of making abbreviation and acronym: 
2.3.1 Abbreviation 
a. Abbreviation of people name, academic title, call, position or grade are 
followed by dot marker. For example: Muh. Yamin; S.Pd.(Sarjana 
Pendidikan); and Bpk.(bapak) 
b. Abbreviation of the official name of government institute and 
constitution, corporation or organization, and the name of official 
documents consist of an initial words letter are written with capital 
letter without dot marker. For example: MPR (Majelis Perwakilan 
Rakyat); PGRI (Persatuan Guru Republik Indonesia); KTP (Kartu 
Tanda Penduduk) 
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c. Common abbreviation consists of three letters of more are followed by 
dot marker. For example: dsb (dan sebagainya); hlm (halaman); sda 
(saudara). 
d. Common abbreviation consists of two letters, each letter followed by 
dot marker. For example: a.n. (atas nama); u.p. (untuk perhatian) 
e. Chemistry symbol, abbreviation of size or measurement, and currency 
are not followed by dot marker. For example: Rp (rupiah), cm 
(sentimeter). 
2.3.2 Acronym. 
a. Proper name acronym consists of the combination of the initial letter of 
the word series is written in capital letters. For example: ABRI 
(Angkatan Bersenjata Republik Indonesia); SIM (Surat Izin 
Mengemudi) 
b. Acronym which is not proper name consist of syllables combination, or 
the combination of words and syllables from words series are written in 
small letters. For example: pemilu (pemilihan umum); rudal (peluru 
kendali). 
 
2.4 Language and Society 
Language is a human mental process which consists of thousand words in 
its vocabulary. Language refers to a set of intricate rule which can be used by 
people as a medium of the human system to communicate (Ellis, 1986: 46). 
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According to Chaika (1982: 90), people’s talking depends on the context of social 
stratification’s rule and their style differs from one context to another. The rule of 
social stratification context influence how people speak (rule, proportions and 
meaning) and the way they talk defines their mental process as a part of being 
human. 
In addition, Katz (1974:23) stated that a language is a tool of 
communication that defines human behavior and mind. This statement is 
supported by Yawkey (1983: 7):  
Just as language and thought are interrelated, language and 
personality are also interdependent. The language arts and 
communication process, in general, can influence personality 
development and learn through self-concept and social group contacts. 
(1983: 7) 
In short, we can summarize that language and society cannot be separated 
each other since they are interdependent. 
 
2.5 Language Varieties in Multilingual Communities 
Over half of the population of the world is bilingual and many people are 
multilingual. They acquire a number of languages because they need them for 
different purposes in their daily interactions with other people. Holmes said that 
sociolinguistics has developed a number of ways of categorizing languages 
according to their status and social function (Holmes: 2001: 74). The languages 
based on the distinctive culture of the language users can be divided into: 
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a. Vernacular language: It generally refers to a language which has not been 
standardized or codified and which does not have official status (uncodified or 
standardized variety). It generally refers to the most colloquial variety in a 
person's linguistic repertoire. 
b. Standard language: A standard variety is generally one which is written, and 
which has undergone some degree of regulation or codification (in a grammar 
and a dictionary). 
c. Lingua franca: It is a language used for communication between different 
language users, for people whose first languages differ, such as pidgin between 
European colonizers and African slaves (Swahili). 
d. Pidgin: It is a language which has no native speakers. Pidgins develop as a 
means of communication between people who don't have a common language. 
e. Creole: When a pidgin becomes the language of newly-born generations as a 
mother-tongue or first language and acquires additional vocabulary and 
grammatical structures to serve their various necessary communicative needs 
(referential and social functions), it becomes a Creole. 
 
2.6 Language Variation  
Fishman (1975: 1) argued that language variation is a condition that is 
influenced by its own community as supporting factors to use a certain language 
in the community. Suwito (1983:33) stated that every language has some different 
variations in their usage in some certain situations since language is a 
phenomenon that is influenced by social and situation factors. 
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Furthermore, according to Holmes (1992: 10), language variation can be 
observed in different speech communities, they may use pronunciations, 
vocabulary, grammar, or language style for certain purposes. They may use 
different dialects of a language in different context. Social communities usually 
have their own variation based on social stratification, education, and occupation 
(Nababan: 1984: 6). 
2.6.1 Language Variation: Focus on Users 
People need to communicate to their environment in order to survive. They 
may use different dialect or different language in different contexts to 
communicate to others. Language variation can also be observed in the different 
speech community. (Holmes: 1992). Trudgill (1974: 14) said that language can 
reflect the speaker. It means that the speaker from the different background will 
show the differences in language used. 
2.6.2 Language Variation: Focus on Uses 
Language variations that are based on its uses are according to where it is 
used and to whom it is used. The addressees and the context affect the choice of 
variety. Relating to its uses, language variation is influenced by non-linguistics 
factors, there are situational and social factors. It is focused on the ways of speech 
that reflect the contexts of the language used and not the characteristics of the 
speakers.  
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Language in other word varies not only according to the social characteristic 
of the speaker (such as social class, ethnic group, age and sex) but also according 
to the social context. The speaker uses different linguistic varieties in different 
situations and for different purposes (Trudgill, 1974: 103) 
Further, language variation is influenced by the social context in which the 
speakers position themselves so that the speaker can use different variations, 
depends on the speaker’s situation and goals. 
2.7 Style 
Style is the categories of language variety in which the speaker chooses 
certain linguistic that contains the same information (Holmes, 1992: 223). At 
school, the teacher will say “Wait for a moment, please” (Formal) to the student’s 
parents. Meanwhile, when the teacher speaks to the student, the teacher will say 
“Wait, okay?” (Informal). 
Language style is also considered as a style. Language style itself is the 
choice among the other alternative in using language. Joos classified the language 
style into five categories (Alwasilah, 1993:44), such as 
2.8.1 Frozen style 
This is the most formal style that usually used in the situation that has a 
symbolic value. The characteristics of this style are the use of maintained and 
unchanged sentence structure, the use of long sentence construction, and the use 
of exaggerated intonation. This style can be seen in the ceremonies, court, 
historical document, etc. 
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2.8.2 Formal Style 
It is a kind of style that the speaker is usually more careful about 
pronunciation, choice of words, and sentence structure for doing something 
important, such as speech, formal meeting, lesson books, etc. It usually has a 
single topic that shows less intimacy between the speaker and the hearer. Formal 
language is mostly used in formal conversation when (he/she) converses with 
elder people, the appreciated people, the stranger, or the known people. In this 
style, every word is pronounced in complete form. The word choices are prone to 
be formal. 
2.8.3 Consultative Style 
Consultative style is best known as a business style that used in semi-formal 
situation. It can be said that this style is the most operational one because it is 
used in transaction exchange and operational process. This style usually happens 
when the speaker doing a conversation as seller-buyer, doctor-patient, or small 
discussion. 
2.8.4 Informal/ Casual Style 
This style is used in informal situation such as to speak with friend or to 
speak with family member. It usually uses a nickname when addressing someone, 
uses rapid pronunciation, and uses slang language. It is used in more relax 
situation. This style has permitted to shortness, such as I’m, She’ll, He’s, and 
Shouldn’t. The slang word has permitted to use in this style and also informal 
words. 
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2.8.5 Slang 
Spolsky (1998: 36) stated that slang is the feature of the speech of the young 
and powerless. It is usually used by a variety group of social society especially 
teenagers. According to Leech and Svartvik (1981: 26) slang is a language used 
by a particular social group to show intimacy and solidarity among its members 
which are not fully understood by those outside the group.  
The slang vocabulary can be word shortening, give a new meaning to the 
word usage, and/or new vocabulary that is completely new and changeable. 
Fromkin and Rodman (1991: 272) argued that slang is as one as those things that 
everybody can recognize and nobody can define. The use of slang and colloquial 
language is to introduce many new words by recombining old words into new 
words, such as spaced out, right on, hang up, etc. 
Furthermore, Syal (2007:57) stated that slang is different from dialect and 
sociolect. Dialect follows geographical border lines. In another hand, slang does 
not primarily follow geographical border lines. Sociolect is an expression which is 
used by people coming from social background. Otherwise, slang is used by 
specific peer group or gang. 
Spolsky (1998: 35) said that there some characteristics of slang, those are: 
a. Slang is a kind of jargon marked by its rejection of formal rule. It is 
comparative freshness and its common ephemerality and its marked use to 
claim solidarity. 
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b. It regularly transgresses other social norms, making free use of taboo 
expression, such.  
c. It is arising as vocabulary which is used by a particular social group with 
specific purposes. 
d. It comes in the form of new words with new meaning or old words with new 
meaning. 
 
2.9 Language Function 
According to Holmes (2001: 259), there are some language functions that 
have a role in language variety, such as: 
a. Expressive: It expressed the speakers’ feeling or emotion, such as happy, sad, 
disappointed, worried, etc.  
b. Directive: It is used to get someone to do something for some purposes. For 
example: “One cup of tea, please.” 
c. Referential: It is to show facts that derived from the language use. In this 
function, it usually concerns with the context or situation that happens when 
doing a conversation.  
d. Metalinguistic: It comments on language itself. 
e. Poetic: It focuses on aesthetic features of the language itself, e.g. poem and 
rhyme. 
f. Phatic: It expresses solidarity and empathy with others. 
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2.10 Factors Influencing Language Choice 
To do a communication, people may use more than one language style and 
may switch the language style. According to Holmes (1992: 29), there are four 
factors that influence the language choice: 
a. Participant: It deals with who is speaking and with whom the speaker is 
speaking. 
b. Setting: It related to where the speaker is doing a conversation. 
c. Topic: It conveys about what are the discussion of the conversation from the 
speaker. 
d. Function: It shows a reason why the speakers are doing the conversation. 
According to Hymes (1974: 44), a speech situation can only be understood 
if some aspects are taken into consideration. Those aspects are: 
a. Setting: It deals with time, place and other physical condition in accordance 
with speech act. 
b. Participants: It deals with the information about the participants; include the 
speaker, addresser, and hearer. 
c. Ends (goals): It deals with what are the goals or purposes and the outcomes of 
the speech act. 
d. Act Sequence: It concerns with the form and content of the message. 
e. Key: It deals with the way or the tone when delivering the message, whether 
the participants are happy or sad. 
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f. Instrumentalities: It refers to how language is used, verbal or not. It also 
includes the “channel” (verbal, non-verbal, face to face and so on) and “code” 
refers to the variety that is used. 
g. Norms: It deals with the norm of behavior among the participants, includes the 
norms of interaction and interpretation. 
h. Genre: It deals with the kind of the speech act. For example: the final research 
paper and a small talk before class. 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
3.1 Type of Research 
This research focuses on sociolinguistic research. In this research, the writer 
uses descriptive qualitative approach since the data are headlines news in Lampu 
Hijau newspaper. Headline news is absolutely words or phrases, so it will be 
appropriate with descriptive qualitative approach. It is descriptive method because 
the writer prefers to explain and elaborate the data in the form of discourse, non-
verbal data and non-linguistic data (socio-cultural data) than the data in the form 
of numbers and data processing in the form of mathematical calculation (Kountur, 
2004:16), and based on the book of Metode dan Aneka Teknik Analisis Bahasa by 
Sudaryanto, qualitative research will only discuss words. The other discussions 
like numbers will not be included (Sudaryanto, 1993: 62). 
 
3.2 Data and Sources 
The source of this research is Lampu Hijau Newspaper. Then, the data for 
this research were taken randomly from 11 different editions in 2015, which are 
28th August, 10th September, 13th September, 16th September, 17th September, 
19th September, 26th September, 28th September, 29th September, 30th 
September, 1st October and 9 edition in 2016 which are 4th April, 5th April, 6th 
April, 8th April, 11th April, 12th April, 13 April, 14th April, 15th April. Those 
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editions consist of different days and dates (in the beginning, in the middle and in 
the end of the month) in order to find the complex style of the headlines of Lampu 
Hijau newspaper. The headlines on this newspaper will be the unit analysis for 
this research. Based on the unit analysis, the words and phrases will be the 
linguistic unit to be analyzed by the writer on sociolinguistic study. 
 
3.3 Population and Sample 
Mantra and Kastro in Singarimbun dan Effendy (1989:155) stated that 
population is the total of analysis unit in which its characteristics will be assumed. 
Lorain (2001: 15) argues that population is the whole number of analysis units, 
including a country, city, village, ethnics, etc. Furthermore, Arikunto (2006:130) 
stated that population is whole object of analysis or research. The population of 
this research is all news in Lampu Hijau newspaper.   
Sample is a part of representation of the data being observed (Arikunto, 
1998:107). According to Hadi (2001:70), sample is a part of population that can 
be detected. As Arikunto (2006:131) stated that samples are some of all 
population that can represent them in observation. The sample of this research is 
the headlines news in Lampu Hijau newspapers in order to find out the style of 
language. Furthermore, the data had been taken by using random sampling 
technique. Random sampling technique is a technique to choose the data 
randomly which is purely by chance without any predictability (Arikunto, 2002). 
The writer uses the random sampling technique since the writer only gets the 
newspaper by random stocks in the newspaper seller in Jakarta. 
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3.4 Data Collection Method 
Since this research belongs to the text analysis the writer used Metode 
Simak (Observation Method) based on the book of Metode dan Aneka Teknik 
Analisis Bahasa by Sudaryanto (1993). The writer will do some steps, such as 
3.4.1 Non-Participant Observation Method 
The writer chose this technique because the writer analyzed the text in 
which makes the writer absolutely become an observer. The writer observed each 
headline on all domain news in Lampu Hijau newspaper. The observation will 
focus on language style, the distribution of language style, language function, and 
factors influencing language choices on newspaper headlines. 
3.4.2 Note Taking Technique 
In note taking technique, the writer will firstly look for the headlines news. 
Then, the writer makes a note to list all of the data from the newspapers. The list 
will become an object analysis. After making a list, the writer only chooses the 
proper data, so that the writer can get the significant data.  
 
3.5 Data Analysis Method 
Based on the data, the writer used Identity Method (Padan Method). Identity 
method is chosen by the writer because the determiner device of this research is 
an outside factor of the language itself. The outside factors of the language are 
structure, phenomena, context, social background, etc. (Sudaryanto, 1993: 15-17). 
Identity method consists of some categories that provide the technique for several 
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conditions. Since this research dealt with language style, the writer chooses 
Translational Identity Method which the determiner device is another language. 
This method could help the writer to analyze the data properly. 
The writer also analyzed some non-linguistics factors that occurred when 
the author of Lampu Hijau newspaper deliver the news. There are also non-
linguistics factors that are analyzed by the writer, such as setting, participants, 
ends (goals), act sequence, key, instrumentalities, norms, and genre. The writer 
did some steps in analyzing the data, those are: 
1) Observing all the headlines news in Lampu Hijau newspaper from 11 different 
editions in 2015, which are 28th August, 10th September, 13th September, 
16th September, 17th September, 19th September, 26th September, 28th 
September, 29th September, 30th September, 1st October and 9 edition in 
2016 which are 4th April, 5th April, 6th April, 8th April, 11th April, 12th 
April, 13 April, 14th April, 15th April. 
2) Taking notes the headlines that include in language style. 
3) Grouping the headlines according to language style (formal, casual/informal, 
and slang). 
4) Analyzing the data based on the theory of language style. 
  
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 
 
In this chapter, the writer explains and analyzes the data. The writer shows 
the data which support the research. The following are the analysis of language 
style, language function, and the factors influencing language choices on 
newspaper headlines.  
After the writer analyzed the data of the headlines of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper, the writer concludes that the language styles found in the headlines 
Lampu Hijau newspaper consist of formal language, informal language, and 
slang. The categories or domain of news in Lampu Hijau newspaper consist of 
politics, social, crime, economy and business, entertainment and adult discussion 
and sports. Below are the findings and discussion of each style: 
4.1 Formal Language Style 
As mentioned in Chapter II, formal language style is a kind of style that the 
speaker is usually more careful about pronunciation, choice of words, and 
sentence structure for doing something important, such as speech, formal meeting, 
lesson books, etc. It usually has a single topic that shows less intimacy between 
the speaker and the hearer. Formal language is mostly used in formal conversation 
when s/he converses with elder people, the appreciated people, the stranger, or in 
this case with unknown people. In this style, every word is pronounced in 
complete form. The word choices are prone to be formal. The following are the 
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samples of the headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper that are used to find out the 
features and factors in using formal language style: 
Table 1: Sample of headlines using formal language style. 
No. Headlines News 
Domain 
1 Pembangunan     LRT        Segera    Dimulai 
 Construction  proper noun   soon     being started 
 
The Construction of LRT Will be Started Soon 
Politics 
2 Mengklaim Mewakili   Wanita, Luluk Nur Hamidah  
 Claiming   represents   women,       proper noun  
       Maju           Jadi              Cagub                 DKI 
Move forward     for      governor candidate  proper noun 
 
Claiming to Represent Women, Luluk Nur Hamidah Applies 
for governor Candidate of DKI 
3 Membekali       Ilmu       Agama,     Anak   Akan  Jauh    
     give       knowledge   religious, children   will      far     
Dari Perbuatan Negatif 
 from   deed       negative 
 
By Giving Religious Knowledge, Children Will be Far from 
Negative Deed 
Social 
4 Paul Pogba  Setia di    Juventus 
proper noun loyal  in  proper noun 
 
Paul Pogba is Loyal to Juventus 
Sports 
5   Selain Membuat  Sulit   Hamil,    Tidur Terlalu Lama  
 beside     make      hard  pregnant,   sleep    too       long     
Juga Mengganggu Kesehatan Jantung 
 also     offends          health        hearth        
Beside Causing Hard to Pregnant, Oversleeping Also Offends 
the Health of the Heart 
Entertain
ment and 
Adult 
Discussion 
6   Dorong     Kreativitas   Anak      Muda,          Telkomsel     
encourage   creativity    children   young,         proper noun  
  Kembali        Menggelar Loop KePo 
once again          held        proper noun 
 
Encouraging Creativity of Youth, Telkomsel Held Loop Kepo 
Once Again 
 
Economy 
and 
Bussiness 
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From table 1 above, it can be seen that there are five news domains in 
formal language style. Those news domains are politics, social, sports, economy 
and business, and entertainment and adult discussion. Politics news includes the 
news about the election, parties, international relationship and everything that 
relates to constitution. Social news domain includes the news about everything 
relates to community. Sports news includes news about football, basketball, and 
everything relates to sports and their championship. Economy and business news 
includes news about business opportunities and economic growth. Entertainment 
and adult discussion includes the news about sex and short story. 
 
4.1.1 Formal Language Style Used in the Headline 
Based on the analysis of samples in table 1 above, it can be presented here 
the features of formal language style used in Lampu Hijau newspaper headlines, 
namely the effectiveness of the headlines, words of the headlines in KBBI, the use 
of affixes, and the use of acronym and abbreviation. The effectiveness of 
headlines analyzes whether the headlines on Lampu Hijau newspaper formal or 
not. It also analyzes the parameter to determine the formality of the headlines. 
Words of the KBBI analyzes whether the words used in the headline can be found 
on KBBI or not. The use of affixes analyzes whether the affixes used in the 
headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper meet the criteria of using formal affixes or 
not. The use of acronym and abbreviation analyzes whether the acronym and 
abbreviation used in the headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper meet the criteria of 
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using affixes by Depdiknas or not. The following is the explanation of each 
feature: 
The effectiveness of the headline 
Effective headline means a headline that can represent the author’s idea. The 
meaning and the purposes of the headline should be conveyed to the readers 
without raising any other perception that deviates from author’s intent. An 
effective headline should not contain ambiguity, pleonasm, and unnecessary 
words. The following is an example of headline on Lampu Hijau newspaper that 
meets the criteria of an effective headline: 
 Politics News Domain 
(1) Pembangunan       LRT        Segera    Dimulai 
           Construction    proper noun   soon     being started 
 
The Construction of LRT Will be Started Soon 
 
The headline (1) above does not contain pleonasm and ambiguity. For 
example, if the headline is Pembangunan LRT Akan Segera Dimulai, it is not 
effective since it contains pleonasm word. Word segera means that it will be done 
as soon as possible, word akan has the same meaning that happens in the future. 
In conclusion, word akan is not needed since it has the same meaning with word 
segera. 
The headline (1) above also does not contain unnecessary words, it makes 
the headline short and effective. Unnecessary word means the word that can be 
omitted and does not change the meaning. For example, if word LRT is omitted, 
the meaning of the headline is changing because there will be lack of information 
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about what will be built. It can be said that the word LRT is a necessary word that 
cannot be omitted because if it is omitted, it will change the meaning. 
Words of the headline in KBBI. 
KBBI is the official Indonesian dictionary compiled by Tim Penyusun 
Kamus Pusat Bahasa and published by Balai Pustaka. KBBI became the highest 
reference of Indonesian standard language. All words in the headline below can be 
found on KBBI. 
 Social News Domain 
(2) Membekali       Ilmu       Agama,     Anak   Akan  Jauh   Dari  
              give       knowledge   religious, children   will      far    from  
       Perbuatan Negatif 
          deed       negative 
 
Giving Religious Knowledge, Children Will be Far from Negative Deed 
All words on headline (2) above can be found on KBBI. Word membekali 
means memberi bekal. Ilmu means pengetahuan atau kepandaian. Agama means 
ajaran, sistem yang mengatur tata keimanan (kepercayaan) dan peribadatan 
kepada Tuhan Yang Mahakuasa serta tata kaidah yang berhubungan dengan 
pergaulan manusia dan manusia serta lingkungannya. Anak means keturunan 
yang kedua; manusia yang masih kecil. Jauh means panjang antaranya 
(jaraknya); tidak dekat. Dari means kata depan yang bermakna 'yang berupa' 
atau 'yang terjadi'. Perbuatan means sesuatu yang diperbuat (dilakukan); 
tindakan. Negatif means kurang baik; menyimpang dari ukuran umum. All words 
except people name in the headline below also can be found on KBBI, those are: 
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 Sports News Domain 
 
(3) Paul Pogba   Setia  di    Juventus 
         proper noun   loyal  in  proper noun 
 
Paul Pogba is Loyal to Juventus 
All words in headline (3) above except people name also can be found on 
KBBI. Word setia means berpegang teguh (pada janji, pendirian, dan 
sebagainya); patuh; taat: tetap dan teguh hati (dalam persahabatan dan 
sebagainya).di means kata depan untuk menandai tempat. 
The use of affixes 
Affix is a letter or a group of letter that are added to the beginning, middle, 
and or the end of a word to form new a word. Below are the words in the headline 
of Lampu Hijau newspaper that meet the criteria of using formal affix: 
 Entertainment and Adult Discussion 
(4) Selain Membuat  Sulit   Hamil,    Tidur Terlalu Lama Juga 
         beside   make      hard  pregnant,   sleep    too       long    also 
        Mengganggu Kesehatan Jantung 
              Offends       health        hearth  
       
Beside Causing Hard to Pregnant, Oversleeping Also Offends the Health of the 
Heart 
The words membuat and mengganggu in headline (4) above are using prefix 
me-instead of prefix nge- to make those words more formal. Prefix me- in 
membuat and mengganggu themselves are not changing the category of the word. 
Buat and ganggu are both verb. Membuat and mengganggu are also verb. The 
headline below also meet the criteria of using formal affix: 
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 Data 5: Economy and Bussiness News Domain 
(5)   Dorong     Kreativitas   Anak      Muda,        Telkomsel     Kembali      
        encourage  creativity    children   young,     proper noun    once again 
       Menggelar   Loop KePo  
           held        proper noun 
 
Encouraging Creativity of Youth, Telkomsel Held Loop Kepo Once Again 
The word menggelar is using prefix me- to make the headline more formal. 
The use of prefix me- instead of ng- (nggelar) makes the headline more formal. 
Prefix me- in menggelar is not changing the word category because gelar is verb 
and menggelar is also a verb. 
The use of acronym and abbreviation 
 It is already mentioned in chapter 2 that acronym is a form of a word or 
words shortening becomes a group of words that is pronounced as a word. 
Whereas abbreviation is a form of a word or words shortening becomes one word 
or more that is pronounced by spelling letter by letter. Acronym and abbreviation 
found in the headline below are meet the criteria of using acronym and 
abbreviation by Depdiknas (2001), those are: 
 Politics News Domain 
(6) Mengklaim Mewakili Wanita, Luluk Nur Hamidah       Maju          Jadi 
         Claiming    represents women,       proper noun         move forward     as 
         Cagub                 DKI 
       governor candidate  proper noun 
 
Claiming to Represent Women, Luluk Nur Hamidah Applies for Governor 
Candidate of DKI 
Acronym Cagub (calon gubernur) in the headline (6) above which is not 
proper name consists of combination of words from words series is written in 
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small letters. However, since it is written in the headline, the first letter in a word 
is written in capital. Abbreviation DKI (Daerah Khusus Ibukota) is written in 
capital since it is a proper name consists of the combination of the initial letter of 
the word series. 
 
4.1.2 Factors in Using Formal Language Style 
The writer observes that there are three most dominant factors that 
influence the use of formal language style in the headlines of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper namely ends/ goals, key, and norms. Ends/ goals deal with the 
purposes of using formal language style. Key deals with the way or the tone when 
delivering the message. Norms deal with the social norms of behavior among the 
participants. The following is the explanation of each factor: 
Ends (goals) 
It deals with what are the goals or purposes and the outcomes of the speech 
act. The purpose of using formal language is to make the situation (in this case is 
news) to be more formal and more factual. Look at the examples below: 
 Politics News Domain 
(1) Pembangunan     LRT        Segera    Dimulai 
         construction  proper noun   soon     being started 
 
The Construction of LRT Will be Started Soon 
 
In the headline (1) above, the whole words use formal language, it makes 
the situation to be more formal since this style is usually used in formal situation. 
Formal language in the headline below also makes the headline looks more 
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factual. Formal language shows the seriousness of the news since formal language 
is mostly used to deliver something important. The same feature also can be found 
on the following headline: 
 Social News Domain 
(2) Membekali   Ilmu       Agama,     Anak   Akan  Jauh   Dari     
   give   knowledge religious, children     will       far    from 
  Perbuatan Negatif 
   deed       negative 
By Giving Religious Knowledge, Children Will be Far from Negative Deed 
The headline (2) above also uses formal language style. It has the same 
purpose with the previous headline on data 1. The purpose is to make the news to 
be more formal and to make the headline to be more factual with the fact that 
formal language style is mostly used to deliver important information. 
In the conclusion, all data in formal language style (all headline is table 1) 
have the similar feature in ends or goals. It can be concluded that the end or the 
goal of using formal language style is to make the situation (in this case is news) 
to be more formal since formal language is usually used in formal situation. 
Another purpose is to make the news to be more factual with the fact that formal 
language style is usually used to deliver something important (important 
information). 
Key  
Key is the cues that establish the "tone, manner, or spirit" of the speech act. 
The key on the formal language style is neutral. It can be seen from news delivery 
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that does not support or against any sides involved in a case. Look at the 
following headlines: 
 Sports News Domain 
 
(3) Paul Pogba  Setia di    Juventus 
          proper noun loyal  in  proper noun 
 
Paul Pogba is Loyal to Juventus 
 
 The key in the headline (3) above is neutral. No word in the headline that 
supports or againsts any side involved in a case. It can be seen in the headline 
above that the author of the headline only tries to deliver the news to the readers 
without trying to involve him or herself into the case. It can be said that the author 
is neutral since s/he also does not support or against any side involved in the case. 
Another example can be seen in the headline below:  
 Entertainment and Adult Discussion News Domain 
(4) Selain Membuat  Sulit   Hamil,    Tidur Terlalu Lama  
          beside     make      hard  pregnant,   sleep    too       long     
         Juga Mengganggu Kesehatan Jantung 
          also     offends          health        hearth        
Beside Causing Hard to Pregnant, Oversleeping Also Offends the Health of the 
Heart  
 The key in the headline (4) above has the same with the previous headline. 
The key is neutral since it does not support or against any side involved in a case. 
The author of the headline only tries to inform the news without trying to involve 
him or herself into the case. 
 All data on the formal language style (all headline on table 1) have the 
similar feature in key that is neutral. It can be concluded that the key on the formal 
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language style is neutral since it does not support or against any side involved in a 
case. The author only does his/ her job to deliver the news to the readers without 
trying to involve him herself into the case. 
Norms 
It relates to the norm of behavior among the participants. The social norm of 
using formal language style is to avoid using vulgar and informal words and also 
make the headline seems more factual. Look the example below: 
 Economy and Bussiness News Domain 
(5) Dorong     Kreativitas   Anak      Muda,          Telkomsel     Kembali 
     encourage   creativity    children   young,         proper noun   once again           
     Menggelar Loop KePo 
       held        proper noun 
 
Encouraging Creativity of Youth, Telkomsel Held Loop Kepo Once Again 
 
 Since this headline (5) uses formal language style in the whole headline, the 
social norms of this headline is using formal language to avoid vulgar and 
informal words. The purpose of using formal words instead of vulgar and 
informal words is to make the headline more formal and factual. 
 Politics News Domain 
(6) Mengklaim Mewakili   Wanita, Luluk Nur Hamidah   Maju           Jadi               
            Claiming   represents   women,       proper noun       move forward     for       
                  Cagub                 DKI 
        governor candidate  proper noun 
 
Claiming to Represent Women, Luluk Nur Hamidah Applies for governor 
Candidate of DKI  
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 The last headline (6) also has the same social norms. It uses formal language 
to avoid vulgar and informal words. Since formal language is usually used to 
deliver something important, the writer argues that the purpose of using formal 
language style is to make the headline more formal and factual. 
 Since all headline in formal language (all data in table 1) have the same 
features in norms, the writer concludes that the norms of using formal language 
style in the headline of Lampu Hijau newspaper is using formal language to avoid 
the use of vulgar and informal words. The purpose is to make the headlines more 
formal and factual since formal language is usually used in formal situation to 
deliver important information. 
 
4.1.3 The Function of Formal Language Style 
The function of using formal language style in the headlines in formal 
language style is referential. In this function, it usually concerns with the context 
or situation that happens when doing a conversation. It is same with the principle 
of the newspaper that always give actual and factual information based on the 
facts. 
 
4.2 Informal Language Style 
Informal language style is used in informal situation such as to speak with 
friend or to speak with family member. It usually uses a nickname when 
addressing someone, uses rapid pronunciation, and uses slang language. This style 
has permitted to shortness. The slang word has permitted to use in this style and 
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also informal words. The following are the samples of the headlines of Lampu 
Hijau newspaper that are used to find out the features and factors in using 
informal language style: 
Table 2: Sample of headlines using informal language style. 
No Headlines News 
Domain 
1 Buat Semua   Para     Calon         Kada   Nih,  Jangan  
  to       all        the   candidates governor   this    do not   
Bawa   Isu   SARA  di         Pilkada 
bring   issue racial   in   governor election 
This is For All Governor Candidates, Do Not Bring Racial 
Issue in Governor Election 
Politics 
2 Joget Bareng Ular      Kobra,            EH          BUNTUT  
dance   with   snake  proper noun, interjection      tail  
 TEMEN  JOGET     DIINJEK     TEMEN JOGETNYA 
  friend      dancing  being trampled  friend        dancing 
NGAMBEK KAKI PEDANGDUT DIPATOK  Telat     
    angry          foot      singer           being bitten   late      
Ditangani,        Irma Bule   Innalillahi 
being handled, proper noun       died 
Dancing with Cobra Snake, Eh Friend’s Tail is Trampled 
Dancing Friend is Angry Singer’s Foot is Bitten 
Late for Treatment, Irma Bule Died 
Social 
3 Pengangguran    Nggak  Gablek  Duit,  Puyeng    
unemployment   does not   have   money, confused  
  Ditawarin       Teman  Jualan Narkoba Untung Gede,  
being offered     friend     sell       drugs      profit     big, 
  Nggak   Capek, Mao    Ditangkep      Nyesel dan   
does not    tired, want   being arrested  regrets  and         
Pengen Bebas Muke  Gile   Loe 
  want     free    face    crazy you 
   
An Unemployed Does Not Have Money, Confused Being 
Offered Selling Drugs by Friend with Big Profit, Not Tired 
Want To be Arrested Regrets and Want To be Freed You 
Are Crazy 
Crime 
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4     Ssst…      Ini   Ciri-Ciri Cewek   Kalo Lagi   
interjection  this  features    girls        if    when        
Ngerasain Orgasme 
     feel        orgasm 
Ssst…This is The Features When Girls Feel Orgasm 
Entertainme
nt and Adult 
Discussion 
 
 
 
 
5 
Sosis Galler di Roemah Nenek   Mao   Nyobain? Boleh 
Dah 
proper noun  in   proper noun      want to      try?          may 
Sosis Galler in Roemah Nenek Want To Try? You May 
Try 
Economy 
and 
Bussiness 
6 Liverpool         vs.    Borussia Dortmund Si  Tamu   
proper noun  versus          proper noun       the  visitor    
Masih  Pede 
still   confident 
 
Liverpool against Borussia Dortmund The visitor Still 
Confident 
Sports 
From table 2 above, it can be seen that there are six news domains in 
informal language style. Those news domains are politics, social, crime, sports, 
economy and bussiness, and entertainment and adult discussion. Politics news 
includes the news about the election, parties and everything that relates to 
constitution. Social news domain includes the news about everything relates to 
community. Crime news domain includes news about robbing, homicide, and 
sexual abuse. Sports news includes news about football, basketball, and 
everything relates to Sports and its championship. Economy and business news 
includes news about business opportunities and economic growth. Entertainment 
and adult discussion includes the news about sex and short story. 
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4.2.1 Informal Language Style Used in the Headline 
Based on the analysis of samples in table 2 above, it can be presented here 
the features of informal language style used in Lampu Hijau newspaper headlines, 
namely the use of pleonasm meaning, the use of casual words, the influence of 
Betawi element, the use of interjection, vowel change, and the influence of 
another language. Below is the explanation of each feature: 
The use of pleonasm meaning 
One of the characteristics of pleonasm is the additional explanation in a 
headline that actually has a clear meaning. Pleonasm makes the headlines not 
effective since it explains words that have a clear meaning. The pleonasm can be 
found in the headline below: 
 Politics News Domain 
(1) Buat Semua   Para     Calon Kada          Nih, Jangan Bawa    Isu   SARA   
            to      all        the   candidates governor  this    do not  bring  issue racial    
         di         Pilkada 
         in   governor election 
This is For All Governor Candidates, Do Not Bring Racial Issue in Governor 
Election 
The word para in the headline (1) above is actually not needed anymore 
since the word semua already explains that it refers to plural. If word para is 
omitted, it will not change the meaning of the headline and it will make the 
headline shorter and more effective. 
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The use of casual words 
Casual word is a word that usually used in informal situation. It is usually 
used in more relax situation. The words in the headline below use informal or 
casual words, those are: 
 Social News Domain 
(2) Joget Bareng Ular      Kobra,            EH          BUNTUT TEMEN  JOGET 
         dance   with   snake  proper noun, interjection      tail         friend      dancing   
       DIINJEK      TEMEN JOGETNYA NGAMBEK KAKI PEDANGDUT 
    being trampled   friend        dancing          angry          foot        singer            
      DIPATOK   Telat    Ditangani,      Irma Bule   Innalillahi 
     being bitten   late  being handled, proper noun      died 
 
Dancing with Cobra Snake, Eh Friend’s Tail is Trampled Dancing Friend is 
Angry Singer’s Foot is Bitten Late for Treatment, Irma Bule Died 
As we can see that casual style is used in informal situation for making a 
conversation with friend or with family member. It usually uses nickname when 
addressing someone, uses rapid pronunciation, and uses slang language. All words 
in the headline (2) above are grouped as casual words. The word joget is the 
casual word from formal word goyang. The word telat is the casual word from 
formal word terlambat. Bareng is the casual word from formal word bersama. 
Temen is the casual word from formal teman. Diinjek is casual from formal 
diinjak. Word ngambek is the casual word from formal word marah. Dipatok is 
casual from formal word dipatuk. 
The influence of Betawi element 
The influenced of Betawi element in the headline of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper includes the vocabulary influence and the change of vowel ‘a’ with ‘e’ 
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at the end of the word. Below is the example of the influenced of Betawi element 
in the headline of Lampu Hijau newspaper: 
 Crime News Domain 
(3) Pengangguran    Nggak  Gablek  Duit,    Puyeng     Ditawarin       Teman 
          unemployment   does not  have    money, confused  being offered     friend      
        Jualan Narkoba Untung Gede,  Nggak   Capek, Mao     Ditangkep       
          sell       drugs       profit     big,  does not  tired,   want   being arrested    
       Nyesel dan  Pengen Bebas Muke  Gile   Loe 
        regret and    want      free    face    crazy you 
   
An Unemployed Does Not Have Money, Confused Being Offered Selling Drugs 
by Friend with Big Profit, Not Tired Want To be Arrested Regrets and Want To 
be Freed You Are Crazy 
The vocabulary influence in the headline (3) above can be found on word 
gablek, gede, loe, and puyeng. Word gablek means ‘to have’, gede means ‘big’, 
loe means ‘you’ and puyeng means ‘dizzy’. 
The change of vowel ‘a’ becomes ‘e’ of the last vowel of the word can be 
found on words muke, ditangkep, nyesel, and gile. Word muke comes from muka, 
ditangkep comes from ditangkap, nyesel comes from nyesal (menyesal) and gile 
comes from gila. 
The use of interjection 
An interjection is usually used in spoken language to show a short sudden 
expression or emotion. The interjection can be found in the headline below: 
 Entertainment and Adult Discussion News Domain 
(4)     Ssst…      Ini   Ciri-Ciri Cewek   Kalo Lagi  Ngerasain Orgasme 
      interjection   this  features     girls       if    when      feel        orgasm 
 
Ssst…These are the Features When Girls Feel Orgasm 
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In this headline (4), word ssst can be grouped as an interjection since it is 
usually used in spoken language. Ssst is an expression of asking someone to be 
quiet and also to warn that the information will be said is important and 
confidential.  
Vowel change 
Vowel change is the change of vowel caused by resemble pronounciation of both 
words. The example of vowel change on the headline of Lampu Hijau newspaper 
can be found in the headline below: 
 Economy and Bussiness News Domain 
(5) Sosis Galler di Roemah Nenek   Mao   Nyobain? Boleh Dah 
         proper noun  in  proper noun    want to       try?          may 
Sosis Galler in Roemah Nenek Want To Try? You May Try 
 
Word mao in the headline (5) above comes from mau with vowel change 
from ‘u’ to ‘o’. It happens because both mau and mao have resemble 
pronunciation. 
The influence of another language 
The influence of foreign language on the headline of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper is the use of English word. The following is the example of the 
headline of Lampu Hijau newspaper that contains English word: 
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 Sports News Domain 
(6)  Liverpool      vs.    Borussia Dortmund Si   Tamu   Masih  Pede 
     proper noun  versus          proper noun       the  visitor   still   confident 
 
Liverpool against Borussia Dortmund The visitor Still Confident 
Abbreviation vs. in the headline (6) is English abbreviation from versus 
means used to say that one team or person is competing against another 
(Cambridge Dictionary). 
 
4.2.2 Factors in Using Informal Language style 
The writer observes that there are three most dominant factors that 
influence the use of informal language style in the headlines of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper namely ends/ goals, key, and norms. Ends/ goals deal with the goals of 
using informal language style. Key deals with the way or the tone when delivering 
the message. Norms deal with the social norms of behavior among the participants 
when using informal language style. The following is the explanation of each 
factor: 
Ends (goals) 
In general, the headline of newspaper usually uses short and formal 
language style, but Lampu Hijau newspaper uses different language style by using 
long headline and informal language style. It makes this newspaper different with 
the other newspapers. The purpose of using long and informal language style in 
the headline is to make the headline becomes unusual so that the readers interested 
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to read the news. The use of informal language style also makes the news seems 
mild or not so serious since informal language style is usually used in relax 
situation. Look at the examples below: 
 Politics News Domain 
(1) Buat Semua   Para     Calon         Kada     Nih, Jangan   Bawa  Isu   SARA   
           to       all        the   candidates governor     this,    do not   bring issue  racial    
         di         Pilkada 
         in   governor election 
 
This is For All Governor Candidates, Do Not Bring Racial Issue in Governor 
Election 
 The headline (1) above is grouped as informal since it uses casual words. 
The purpose of using casual words in the headline above is to make the headline 
seems not so serious.  
 Social News Domain 
(2) Joget Bareng Ular      Kobra,            EH          BUNTUT TEMEN  JOGET 
         dance   with   snake  proper noun, interjection      tail         friend      dancing   
       DIINJEK      TEMEN JOGETNYA NGAMBEK KAKI PEDANGDUT 
    being trampled   friend        dancing          angry          foot        singer            
      DIPATOK   Telat    Ditangani,      Irma Bule   Innalillahi 
     being bitten   late  being handled, proper noun      died 
 
Dancing with Cobra Snake, Eh Friend’s Tail is Trampled Dancing Friend is 
Angry Singer’s Foot is Bitten Late for Treatment, Irma Bule Died 
 The headline (2) above also uses informal language style to deliver the 
news. By writing long and unusual headline, the authors of the headline tries to 
make the headline seems casual and mild. The use of informal and unusual words 
also attracts the reader to read the news. 
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 From the observation, all the data in informal language style (all data in 
table 2) have the same features of ends or goals since they use informal language 
style to deliver the news. The end of using informal language style is to make the 
headline interesting, mild and not so serious. It is interesting because it is different 
with other headlines in other newspapers. It is mild and not so serious because 
casual or informal language style is usually used in relax situation. 
Key  
Key is the cues that establish the "tone, manner, or spirit" of the speech act. 
The key in informal language style is support or against one side or more that 
involved in a case. Look at the following headlines: 
 Politics News Domain 
(1) Buat Semua   Para     Calon         Kada     Nih, Jangan Bawa  Isu  SARA   
          to       all        the   candidates governor     this,  do not   bring  issue racial    
         di         Pilkada 
         in   governor election 
This is For All Governor Candidates, Do Not Bring Racial Issue in Governor 
Election 
The key in the headline (1) above is against one side of the case. It can be 
known from Buat Semua Para Calon Kada Nih. From that expression, we know 
that this news is aimed to all governor candidate. From the headline, we also 
know that Calon Kada (governor candidates) used to bring racial issues into the 
election. The author looks seems does not agree with that strategies. It means that 
s/he against one side involved in a case (governor candidates who used to bring 
racial issue). Another example of the headline using the same key can be seen in 
the following headline: 
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 Social News Domain 
(2) Joget Bareng Ular      Kobra,            EH          BUNTUT TEMEN  JOGET      
       dance   with   snake  proper noun, interjection      tail          friend      dancing   
      DIINJEK      TEMEN JOGETNYA NGAMBEK KAKI PEDANGDUT 
    being trampled   friend        dancing          angry          foot      singer            
     DIPATOK   Telat    Ditangani,        Irma Bule   Innalillahi 
     being bitten   late   being handled,   proper noun       died 
 
Dancing with Cobra Snake, Eh Friend’s Tail is Trampled Dancing Friend is 
Angry Singer’s Foot is Bitten Late for Treatment, Irma Bule Died  
The key in the headline (2) above can be seen from expression Telat 
Ditangani, Irma Bule Innalillahi. From that expression, we can see that the author 
of the headline regrets for the tardiness of the treatment of Irma Bule. It means 
that the author tries to involve his/herself into the case by expressing his/her 
feeling about the case. 
 Crime News Domain 
(3) Pengangguran    Nggak  Gablek  Duit,  Puyeng     Ditawarin       Teman 
          unemployment   does not   have   money, confused being offered   friend 
        Jualan Narkoba Untung Gede,   Nggak   Capek, Mao    Ditangkep       
           sell       drugs      profit     big, does not    tired, want   being arrested   
        Nyesel dan  Pengen Bebas Muke  Gile   Loe 
       regret  and    want     free    face    crazy you 
 
An Unemployed Does Not Have Money, Confused Being Offered Selling 
Drugs by Friend with Big Profit, Not Tired Want To be Arrested Regret and Want 
To be Freed You Are Crazy 
The key of the headline (3) above is against one side involved in a case. It 
can be seen from expression Muke Gile Loe ‘you are crazy’. From that expression, 
we can see that the author of the headline is peevish to the suspect since s/he want 
to be freed after being arrested. 
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 Entertainment and Adult Discussion News Domain 
(4)   Ssst…      Ini   Ciri-Ciri Cewek   Kalo Lagi  Ngerasain Orgasme 
        interjection  this    features   girls       if    when       feel        orgasm 
 
Ssst…This is The Features When Girls Feel Orgasm  
The key in the headline (4) above can bee seen from interjection ssst. The 
interjection ssst is a cue that something will be said or delivered is important or 
confidential. In this headline, the author tries to interact with the readers by 
warning the readers that the following information is important and confidential. 
 Economy and Bussiness News Domain 
(5) Sosis Galler di Roemah Nenek   Mao   Nyobain? Boleh Dah 
         proper noun  in  proper noun    want to       try?          may 
Sosis Galler in Roemah Nenek Want To Try? You May Try 
 
The key in the headline (5) above can be seen in interrogative expression 
Mao Nyobain?. That expression shows that the author of the headline tries to 
interact with the readers of the newspaper. 
 Sports News Domain 
(6) Liverpool         vs.    Borussia Dortmund Si  Tamu  Masih  Pede 
         proper noun  versus          proper noun       the  visitor   still   confident 
Liverpool against Borussia Dortmund the Visitor Still Confident 
The key in the headline (6) above can be seen from Si Tamu Masih Pede. 
From that expression, we can see that the author support one side involved in the 
case that is Borussia Dortmund as the visitor. 
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From the observation, the writer concludes that the key in informal language 
style is supporting or against one side involved in the case, trying to involve into 
the case and trying to interact with the readers. It can be said that the author of 
informal language style headline of Lampu Hijau newspaper is not neutral since 
s/he tries to involve into the case and expresses his or her idea about the case. 
Norms 
It relates to the norm of behavior among the participants. In informal 
language style, the social norm is using informal and unusual words to make the 
readers curious and interested to read the news by the fact that something different 
is more interesting. Another norm is that by using informal language style, it can 
make the different creation of headline with belief that something new and 
different is more interesting. Look at the example below: 
 Crime News Domain 
(1) Pengangguran    Nggak  Gablek  Duit,    Puyeng     Ditawarin       Teman 
          unemployment   does not  have    money, confused  being offered     friend      
        Jualan Narkoba Untung Gede,  Nggak   Capek, Mao     Ditangkep       
          sell       drugs       profit     big,  does not  tired,   want   being arrested    
       Nyesel dan  Pengen Bebas Muke  Gile   Loe 
        regret and    want      free    face    crazy you 
   
An Unemployed Does Not Have Money, Confused Being Offered Selling Drugs 
by Friend with Big Profit, Not Tired Want To be Arrested Regrets and Want To 
be Freed You Are Crazy 
 As we can see, the headline (1) above uses an unusual expression like 
Muke Gile Loe that makes the headline seems unusual. The author of this headline 
(1) tries to attract the readers by giving unusual expression. 
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 Economy and Bussiness News Domain 
(2) Sosis Galler di Roemah Nenek   Mao   Nyobain? Boleh Dah 
          proper noun  in  proper noun    want to       try?          may 
Sosis Galler in Roemah Nenek Want To Try? You May Try 
 
The social norm in the headline (2) above is using informal language style 
to interact with the readers. The interrogative expression Mao Nyobain? is used by 
the author of the headline to make the intimacy with the readers. The purpose of 
giving interrogative expression is to make the readers curious about the news. 
The writer concludes that all headlines in informal language style (table 2) 
have the same norms. Unusual and informal words used in the headlines of Lampu 
Hijau newspaper give a new and fresh style in printed media especially newspaper 
since it is different with other newspaper. This difference is made to attract the 
readers because something different is usually more intriguing. 
 
4.2.3 The Function of Informal Language Style 
The function of using informal language on Lampu Hijau newspaper is 
referential and expressive. It is referential since it concerns with the context or 
situation that happens when doing a conversation. It is same with the principle of 
the newspaper that always give information based on the facts. It is expressive 
since it expressed the speakers’ feeling or emotion. It can be seen from several 
signal words that express the feeling of the author of the headline. For example, 
the use of interjection (such as eh, ssst) and mocking words (such as muke gile 
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loe). The author of the headline sometimes tries to involve him or herself by 
support or against one or more side involved in a case. 
 
4.3 Slang 
 It is already mentioned in chapter II that slang is the feature of the speech 
of the young and powerless. It is usually used by a variety group of social society 
especially teenagers.Its vocabulary can be word shortening, give a new meaning 
to the word usage, and/or new vocabulary that is completely new and changeable. 
The data on slang language style below are can be found on crime news domain 
only. The following are the samples of the headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper 
that are used to find out the features and factors in using slang language style: 
Table 3: Sample of headlines using slang language style. 
No Headlines Crime 
News 
Domain 
1 Bokek,  Galau,  Curi    Motor        KEPERGOK,  
broken,confuse, steal motorcycle   being known, 
SOK WOLES DIGEBUKI, MEWEK 
acts      calm   being beaten    crying 
 
Broken, Confused, Stole Motorcycle Being Known, Acting 
Calm Beaten, Crying 
Robbing 
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2 Istri   Kelilit    Utang, Tukang  Bakso      Malang  
wife entwined   debt     seller   meat ball  proper noun 
Pinjam Duit  ke Janda (Juragan Sembako)     EH  
borrow money to  widow     (skipper staple) interjection 
MALAH DIOMELIN   KZL,  JANDA   DIMATIIN     
  infact   being scolded fed up, widow  being murdered  
TRUS DUITNYA  DIEMBAT 
  then  the money   being taken 
Wife Entwined of Debt, Malang Meat Ball Seller Borrowed 
Money to Widow 
(Staple Skipper) Eh Infact Being Scolded 
Fed Up, Widow was Murdered Then Her Money Was Taken 
 
Homicide 
3    2        Siswi                SMP                 Diajak          7       
two school girls Junior High School being invited  seven  
Cowok Pesta  Arak MABOK,  2      SISWI  
 boys   party  arrack   drunk,  two school girls 
   DIGREPE    &    DIBUGILIN   DISAWAH 
being touched and  being stripped     in field 
Pas    Mau       ‘Dibajak’,          Kegep      Pak   Tani 
when want ‘being hijacked’ being known  mr.  farmer 
    7   Cowok   Diangkut     Ke  Mapolsek   Tapi  
seven  boys  being brought  to  police base  but  
  5  Doang yang  Jadi       TSK  
five only    that  became suspect 
 
2 Junior High School Girls are Invited by 7 Boys to Arrack 
Party Get Drunk, 2 School Girls are Touched and Stripped in 
the Field When Will be Hijacked, Being Known By Farmer 
7 Boys are Brought to Police Base, But Only 5 Became 
Suspect 
Sexual 
Abuse 
From table 3 above, it can be seen that there is only one news domain in 
slang language style. Since there is only one news domain, the writer divides it 
into three sub news domains that are robbing, homicide and sexual abuse. 
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4.3.1 Slang Language Style Used in the Headline of Lampu Hijau 
Newspaper 
Based on the analysis of samples in table 3 above, it can be presented here 
the features of slang language style used in Lampu Hijau newspaper headlines, 
namely word reversion, the use of abbreviation and new vocabulary. Word 
reversion is a word that is read from the back to the front. The use of abbreviation 
means the slang word that is formed by shortening word and pronounced letter by 
letter. New vocabulary means creating a totally new word. The following is the 
explanation of each feature: 
Word Reversion 
Word reversion is a process of word forming by reading the word from 
behind to the front. Below is the headline on Lampu Hijau newspaper that 
contains word reversion of: 
 Robbing  
(1) Bokek,  Galau,  Curi     Motor        KEPERGOK, SOK WOLES  
         broken, confuse, steal motorcycle   being known,   acts     calm     
      DIGEBUKI, MEWEK 
      being beaten    crying 
 
Broken, Confused, Stealing Motorcycle Being Known, Acting Calm Beaten, 
Crying 
The word reversion of slang on this headline (1) can be found on word 
woles. It comes from word selow (slow). The meaning of woles itself is tenang 
‘calm’. The purpose of this reversion is to make the word has more Indonesian 
feel and easier to be pronounced. 
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The use of abbreviation 
Abbreviation is a form of a word or words shortening becomes one word or 
more that is pronounced by spelling letter by letter. Below is a headline on Lampu 
Hijau newspaper that contains abbreviation: 
 Homicide 
(2) Istri   Kelilit    Utang, Tukang   Bakso     Malang    Pinjam     Duit    ke  
       wife entwined   debt     seller   meat ball proper noun borrow  money   to        
        Janda (Juragan Sembako)      EH           MALAH  DIOMELIN    KZL,    
         widow  (skipper staple)     interjection     infact     being scolded   fed up   
       JANDA  DIMATIIN     TRUS  DUITNYA  DIEMBAT 
       widow  being murdered    then    the money   being taken 
 
 
Wife Entwined of Debt, Malang Meat Ball Seller Borrowed Money to Widow 
(Staple Skipper) Eh Infact Being Scolded Fed Up, Widow was Murdered Then 
Her Money Was Taken 
 
The use of abbreviation of slang in the headline (2) above can be found on 
word kzl. It is abbreviation from word kesal ‘fed up’ with consonant change. 
Consonant ‘s’ is changed into ‘z’ to show that slang kzl has more feel than word 
kesel or kesal’. 
New Vocabulary 
Forming new vocabulary means creating a totally new word that cannot be 
found in dictionary. New words of slang can be found in the headline below: 
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 Sexual Abuse 
(3)  2        Siswi                SMP                 Diajak          7      Cowok Pesta   
        two school girls Junior High School being invited  seven   boys   party      
      Arak MABOK,  2      SISWI        DIGREPE    &    DIBUGILIN   DISAWAH 
      arrack drunk,  two   school girls being touched and  being stripped     in field 
     Pas    Mau       ‘Dibajak’,        Kegep      Pak Tani    7   Cowok   Diangkut      
    when want ‘being hijacked’ being known  farmer   seven  boys  being brought   
     Ke  Mapolsek   Tapi   5   Doang yang   Jadi      TSK  
    to  police base   but  five   only    who  became suspect 
 
2 Junior High School Girls are Invited by 7 Boys to Arrack Party Get Drunk, 2 
School Girls are Touched and Stripped in the Field When Will be Hijacked, Being 
Known By Farmer 7 Boys are Brought to Police Base, But Only 5 Became 
Suspect  
New words or new vocabulary in the headline (3) above can be found on 
word digrepe and dibugilin. They are grouped as vocabulary creation of slang 
since they cannot be found on Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia. It means that these 
words are absolutely new. The meaning of slang digrepe is diraba ‘is being 
groped’. Dibugilin means ditelanjangi ‘is being stripped’. 
 
4.3.2 Factors in Using Slang 
The writer observes that there are three most dominant factors that 
influence the use of slang language style in the headlines of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper namely ends/ goals, key, and norms. Ends/ goals deal with the goals of 
using slang language style. Key deals with the way or the tone when delivering 
the message. Norms deal with the social norms of behavior among the participants 
when using slang language style. The following is the explanation of each factor: 
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Ends (goals) 
As it is mentioned in chapter II, slang is the feature of the speech of the 
young and powerless. It is usually used by a variety group of social society 
especially teenagers and only can be understood by them who are the part of that 
group. Based on that theory, it can be concluded that the end or the goal of using 
slang on the headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper is to attract young readers since 
slang is usually used and understood by youth only. Another purpose is to show 
solidarity between the author of the headline and the young readers. Look at the 
following examples: 
 Robbing  
(1) Bokek,  Galau,   Curi    Motor        KEPERGOK, SOK WOLES 
          broken,confuse, steal motorcycle   being known,   acts    calm    
      DIGEBUKI, MEWEK 
      being beaten    crying 
 
Broken, Confused, Stole Motorcycle Being Known, Acting Calm Beaten, Crying 
The slang in the headline (1) above is word woles. It is formed by 
reversing word selow (slow). The purpose of using slang in the headline above is 
to make the slang word has more Indonesian feel and easier to be pronounced. 
Another purpose is to attract the young readers since slang is usually used by 
young reader. The same feature also can be found in headline below: 
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 Homicide 
(2) Istri   Kelilit    Utang, Tukang  Bakso     Malang        Pinjam Duit   
         wife entwined   debt    seller   meat ball proper noun   borrow money 
        ke Janda (Juragan Sembako)     EH         MALAH DIOMELIN    
        to  widow     (skipper staple) interjection     infact   being scolded 
       KZL,    JANDA   DIMATIIN     TRUS DUITNYA  DIEMBAT 
      fed up,  widow  being murdered   then   the money   being taken 
 
Wife Entwined of Debt, Malang Meat Ball Seller Borrowed Money to Widow 
(Staple Skipper) Eh Infact Being Scolded Fed Up, Widow was Murdered Then 
Her Money Was Taken 
 The slang KZL is abbreviation from word kesal ‘fed up’ with consonant 
change. The purpose of shortening word and changing the consonant ‘s’ to ‘z’ in 
the headline (2) is to show that KZL has the higher level than the original word 
itself (kesal). The meaning of slang KZL itself is very fed up. 
 Sexual Abuse 
(3)   2        Siswi                SMP                 Diajak          7      Cowok Pesta   
          two school girls Junior High School being invited  seven   boys   party   
         Arak   MABOK,  2      SISWI         DIGREPE    &    DIBUGILIN    
        arrack   drunk,  two  school girls being touched and  being stripped      
      DISAWAH  Pas    Mau       ‘Dibajak’,          Kegep      Pak   Tani 
         in field     when   want ‘being hijacked’ being known  mr.  farmer 
      7   Cowok   Diangkut     Ke Mapolsek   Tapi  5  Doang yang  Jadi       TSK 
   seven  boys  being brought  to  police base  but  five  only   that  became suspect 
 
2 Junior High School Girls are Invited by 7 Boys to Arrack Party Get Drunk, 2 
School Girls are Touched and Stripped in the Field When Will be Hijacked, Being 
Known By Farmer 7 Boys are Brought to Police Base, But Only 5 Became 
Suspect 
 Slang also can be found in the headline (3) above. Digrepe and dibugilin 
are slang.  The goal of using slang here is to make it seems different since those 
slang words are absolutely new words. Another purpose of using slang in this 
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headline is to make young readers interested to read the news. It happens because 
slang is usually used and understood by young people. 
 The writer concludes that slang used in the headline of Lampu Hijau 
newspaper has a purpose to attract young readers since young people are not very 
interested to read newspaper. It is supported by the fact that slang is mostly used 
by young people and not fully understood by them outside the group. 
Key 
It has been explained before that key is the cues that establish the "tone, 
manner, or spirit" of the speech act of the author of the headline. The key on slang 
refers to mocking, shock, disappointed and not neutral. Look at the example 
below: 
 Robbing  
(1) Bokek,  Galau,   Curi    Motor        KEPERGOK, SOK WOLES 
         broken,confuse, steal motorcycle   being known,   acts    calm    
       DIGEBUKI, MEWEK 
       being beaten    crying 
 
Broken, Confused, Stole Motorcycle Being Known, Acting Calm Beaten, Crying 
The key on the headline (1) above refers to mocking. It can be seen 
expression sok woles, digebuki, mewek. From that expression, it can be seen that 
the author is not neutral. S/he againsts the suspect by stating mocking expression 
that is sok woles, digebuki, mewek. It is different with formal language style that 
shows neutrality by not supporting or against any of the sides involved in a case. 
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 Homicide 
(2) Istri   Kelilit    Utang, Tukang  Bakso     Malang        Pinjam Duit   
         wife entwined   debt    seller   meat ball proper noun   borrow money 
        ke Janda (Juragan Sembako)     EH         MALAH DIOMELIN    
        to  widow     (skipper staple) interjection     infact   being scolded 
        KZL,    JANDA   DIMATIIN     TRUS DUITNYA  DIEMBAT 
      fed up,  widow  being murdered   then   the money   being taken 
 
Wife Entwined of Debt, Malang Meat Ball Seller Borrowed Money to Widow 
(Staple Skipper) Eh Infact Being Scolded Fed Up, Widow was Murdered Then 
Her Money Was Taken 
The key in the headline (2) above can be seen from expression eh malah 
diomelin. That expression shows that it is not predicted by the author if the widow 
will scold the suspect. The writer tries to express his/her feeling that s/he is 
shocked about the reaction of the victim. 
 Sexual Abuse 
(3)   2        Siswi                SMP                 Diajak          7      Cowok Pesta   
      two school girls Junior High School being invited  seven   boys   party   
     Arak   MABOK,  2      SISWI         DIGREPE    &    DIBUGILIN    
     arrack   drunk,  two  school girls being touched and  being stripped      
    DISAWAH Pas    Mau       ‘Dibajak’,          Kegep      Pak   Tani 
       in field     when   want ‘being hijacked’ being known  mr.  farmer 
     7   Cowok   Diangkut     Ke Mapolsek   Tapi  5  Doang yang  Jadi       TSK 
  seven  boys  being brought  to  police base  but  five  only   that  became suspect 
 
2 Junior High School Girls are Invited by 7 Boys to Arrack Party Get Drunk, 2 
School Girls are Touched and Stripped in the Field When Will be Hijacked, Being 
Known By Farmer 7 Boys are Brought to Police Base, But Only 5 Became 
Suspect 
 
The key in the headline (3) above can be found on expression Tapi 5 Doang 
yang Jadi TSK. The expression shows that the author of the headline is 
disappointed since only 5 people who become suspects. It also shows that the 
author of the headline against one side involved in a case. 
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Norms 
It relates to the norm of behavior among the participants. On the headline of 
Lampu Hijau newspaper, the social norm that is used is using slang and unusual 
words to make the young readers curious and interested to read the newspaper. 
This is the strategy to expand the market. Most young readers are not interested 
reading newspaper. With this strategy, they hope young readers will be interested 
to read newspaper. Look at the example below: 
 Robbing  
(1) Bokek,  Galau,   Curi    Motor        KEPERGOK, SOK WOLES 
         broken,confuse, steal motorcycle   being known,   acts    calm    
        DIGEBUKI, MEWEK 
       being beaten    crying 
 
Broken, Confused, Stole Motorcycle Being Known, Acting Calm Beaten, Crying 
The use of slang in the headline (1) above as a social norm that has a 
purpose to attract young readers. Nowadays slang is used frequently by young 
people to show solidarity among them since it is only understood by them inside 
their group. The following headline has the same feature in norms: 
 Homicide 
(2) Istri   Kelilit    Utang, Tukang  Bakso     Malang        Pinjam Duit   
         wife entwined   debt    seller   meat ball proper noun   borrow money 
         ke Janda (Juragan Sembako)     EH         MALAH DIOMELIN    
        to  widow     (skipper staple) interjection     infact   being scolded 
        KZL,    JANDA   DIMATIIN     TRUS DUITNYA  DIEMBAT 
     fed up,  widow  being murdered   then   the money   being taken 
 
Wife Entwined of Debt, Malang Meat Ball Seller Borrowed Money to Widow 
(Staple Skipper) Eh Infact Being Scolded Fed Up, Widow was Murdered Then 
Her Money Was Taken 
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The headline (2) above also uses slang to attract young readers. The fact that 
young readers are usually not interested in reading newspaper makes the author of 
the headline writes an unusual headline. S/he uses slang to make young readers 
interested to read the newspaper. 
 Sexual Abuse 
(3)   2        Siswi                SMP                 Diajak          7      Cowok Pesta   
      two school girls Junior High School being invited  seven   boys   party   
     Arak   MABOK,  2      SISWI         DIGREPE    &    DIBUGILIN    
    arrack   drunk,  two  school girls being touched and  being stripped      
    DISAWAH Pas    Mau       ‘Dibajak’,          Kegep      Pak   Tani 
       in field     when   want ‘being hijacked’ being known  mr.  farmer 
     7   Cowok   Diangkut     Ke Mapolsek   Tapi  5  Doang yang  Jadi       TSK 
  seven  boys  being brought  to  police base  but  five  only   that  became suspect 
  
2 Junior High School Girls are Invited by 7 Boys to Arrack Party Get Drunk, 2 
School Girls are Touched and Stripped in the Field When Will be Hijacked, Being 
Known By Farmer 7 Boys are Brought to Police Base, But Only 5 Became 
Suspect 
The social norm in the headline (3) above is using slang words that are now 
popular and used frequently by young people. This is the strategy to expand the 
market with young people as the target. 
 The writer observes that social norm use in slang language style is using 
slang to attract young readers. The author of the headline uses slang to attract 
young reader since slang is usually used by young people.  
 
4.3.3 The Function of Slang Language Style 
The function using slang in the headlines above is referential and 
expressive. It is referential since it concerns with the context or situation that 
happens when doing a conversation. It is same with the principle of the newspaper 
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that always give information based on the facts. It is expressive since it expressed 
the author’s feeling or emotion. It can be seen from several signal words that 
express the feeling of the author of the headline such as Eh Malah Diomelin 
(expression of shock). 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 
From the data analysis in the previous chapter, the writer concludes that the 
headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper use formal, informal and slang language 
style. The authors of the headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper use different 
language style for certain purpose. Formal language style is used to make the 
headline looks more formal and factual since formal language is usually used in 
formal situation to deliver important information. Formal language style can be 
found in politics, social, economy and business, entertainment and adult 
discussion, and Sports news domain.  
Whereas informal language style is used in the headlines to make the 
headlines looks unusual.Another purpose is to make the news to be not so serious 
and mild. The informal language style can be found in politics, social, crime, 
economy and business, entertainment and adult discussion, and sports news 
domain. 
Furthermore, slang is used in the headlines to make the headlines unusual.  
It is also used to attract the young readers since slang is usually used by young 
people. Slang language style can only be found on crime news domain. 
The authors of the headlines of Lampu Hijau newspaper use the different 
language style to make their headlines look different from the other newspapers. 
They use informal and slang language style to make their headlines look unusual 
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and bombastic by the fact that something unusual and different is more 
interesting. Another purpose of using slang language style is to attract young 
readers to read Lampu Hijau newspaper. 
Furthermore, the use of informal and slang language style that is different 
from other newspaper is influenced by several factors. There are three most 
dominant factors that influence the use of different language style on Lampu 
Hijau newspaper, those are ends (goals), key and norms. 
Each language style in the headline of Lampu Hijau newspaper also has its 
own function. Formal language style has a referential function. Informal and slang 
language style have referential and expressive function. 
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